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Abstract— Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) have become 
increasingly popular with the rapid emergence of hand-held 
devices and advanced communication technologies. As a result, 
several MANET applications have been proposed one of which is 
the data access application. To enhance the performance of this 
application cache management systems have been suggested; 
however, they have been designed regardless of the privacy 
concerns they raise. We study the cache management system 
COACS (a COoperative and Adaptive Caching System for 
MANETs) and its weaknesses in terms of privacy to propose a 
privacy-preserving protocol to render such a caching system well 
protected against all kind of internal or external privacy 
breaches. We also provide a mathematical analysis to measure 
the system’s degree of anonymity. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 
With the increasing prevalence of mobile handheld 

electronic devices and the rapid advances in communication 
technologies, Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) have 
become increasingly popular. Contrary to infrastructure based 
networks, MANETs have no fixed routers or base stations; 
therefore, most applications require the cooperation of nodes 
in forwarding and routing each other’s packets which exposes 
the data to other nodes leading to a privacy breach. In addition 
to data exposure due to node collaboration, MANETs are also 
subjected to possible network access and hence passive traffic 
analysis or active packet manipulation. 
 

One well-known ad hoc application is data access where nodes 
collaborate to access a database server by sending data item 
queries. The need to reach the database server for each query 
renders this application costly in terms of delay, power 
consumption and bandwidth utilization. Therefore, because 
MANETs are resource-limited networks, caching data has 
been given much attention with the goal of limiting the 
depletion of the mentioned resources. 
Several systems have been proposed for cache management in 
MANETS, none of which has addressed privacy as a critical 

issue making it majorly compromised in such frameworks as 
will be detailed later.   
Initially, CacheData and CachePath were introduced as 
methods where nodes store the data for a query that is 
frequently requested or caches the address to a caching node 
respectively. They allow the caching node and the database 
server to know the source of the request, and hence deduce 
user interests. Other approaches in [3], [4] and [5] divide the 
network into zones or clusters; when a node receives a request, 
it broadcasts the request if not found in its local cache. This 
also links the requesting node with the data which allows 
nodes or the data server to profile users.  
Similarly in [1], a cache management system, named COACS 
(cooperative and adaptive cache system), is proposed where 
nodes play the role of a cache node (CN) or a query directory 
(QD).  If a requesting node (RN) receives the response from 
the server i.e., the item is not already cached in one of the 
CNs, it caches the data locally. Therefore, there is a clear 
association that a node caching data has requested that data at 
some point in time. This leads to the breach in privacy of the 
node’s request and interests.  
As can be deduced, privacy concerns have not been addressed 
in caching systems for MANETs. Hence, in this paper we 
present a protocol that implements privacy mechanisms for the 
COACS framework using techniques that include source 
anonymity, encryption and request hopping. With these 
approaches we aim at having a privacy preserving 
collaborative and adaptive cache management system. 
 
The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an 
overview of COACS, while Section III provides work related 
to cache managements systems and privacy in MANETs. In 
Section IV we describe the system design, which we analyze 
in section V. Finally, future work and the conclusion are 
presented in section VI. 

II. BACKGROUND 

 
As described in [1], in COACS, the system’s operations 
commence when a node wants to request an item prior to the 
formation of the caching system. The initial requesting node 
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A. System Model 

The system consists of a MANET of wireless mobile 
nodes that are interested in certain data generated at a data 
source. The data source (server) abstracts different sources, 
and is connected to the MANET via a gateway through a 
wired network as depicted in Figure 2.  

We assume that all nodes cooperate to provide both the 
caching and privacy systems for other participating nodes. 
Nodes participate in caching and privacy mechanisms and 
provide these services to other nodes on the account that these 
other nodes provide them with similar services. Moreover, we 
assume that there exists a routing protocol that enables 
efficient multi-hop communications between nodes in the 
MANET. We finally assume that a request message is fixed 
and small in size relative to a response message that is usually 
composed of packet streams. 

In addition to the system assumptions, we assume that 
there exists a trustworthy public key management system that 
maintains and distributes the public key for each node. As a 
result, each node has the public keys for all other nodes before 
the system operates. Moreover, this repository maintains the 
public keys for the newly introduced nodes in the system. 
Furthermore, we assume that the QDs share a group key, by 
which a request can be encrypted. A shared group key 
between the QD nodes is needed since the same request might 
traverse several QDs, and these QDs must be able to decrypt 
the encrypted request. This scheme requires less overhead than 
encrypting the requests with the key of each QD. Finally, we 
assume that there exists a mechanism to maintain the group 
key of the QDs in case of the insertion or deletion of a QD.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: General System Model of a Data Access MANET Application 

B. Adeversary Model 

Different attacker properties are defined in [13], where the 
authors organize them in three orthogonal dimensions. The 
first dimension is whether the attacker is an internal node in 
the system or an external node. An internal node in the system 
is one that cooperates within the framework of COACS, such 
as a CN or a QD. The second dimension covers the attacker 
activity, whether passive or active. A passive attacker relies on 
gathering and analyzing gathered information without 
interfering in the system’s operations by sending or modifying 
packets, as the case with active attackers.  Finally, in the third 
dimension, an attacker can be local by monitoring limited 

aspects of the network, or global by having access on the 
whole network communications. 

In this system, we assume the adversary to be a hybrid 
combination of local internal passive and global external 
passive attackers. The first attacker encompasses some 
compromised internal nodes such as the CNs and QDs that 
passively monitor passing messages. While the second 
attacker can monitor traffic flows and is able to infer which 
nodes are communicating with each other. We further assume 
that all nodes in the system attempt to gather as much 
information as they can from passing traffic, although they are 
not malicious and don’t collude with other nodes.  

We also assume that these two attackers collude with each 
other. As a result, the external adversary can eavesdrop to 
track messages based on their sequence numbers and collude 
with certain nodes in the system to tell their actual content. It 
is worth noting that passive attackers are harder to detect, 
more critical, and more relevant to privacy infringements than 
the active attackers. However, we assume that this attacker has 
limited computational capability and thus cannot break 
through cryptographic measures.  

C. Source Anonymity 

In order to prevent the profiling of users according to the 
requested data items, it is essential to hide the source of the 
request. The source anonymity scheme protects the identity of 
the RN in both the request and reply paths. The request path is 
defined as the set of nodes that forward the request from the 
RN to the first QD, while the reply path is the set of nodes that 
forward the request/response from the QD back to the RN, 
including the intermediary QDs and CN. The system prevents 
the attacker, the recipient QDs and CN from telling the source 
of the query or the destination of the response in request and 
reply paths respectively. 
In the request path, we utilize an approach similar to Crowds 
in [10]. In our context, the cooperating nodes in the system 
which all the nodes are aware of constitute the set of “jondos”. 
However this approach does not protect users from local 
eavesdroppers or from global attackers monitoring 
communication flows. For this purpose we utilize two more 
mechanisms to enhance privacy which include piggybacking 
the request on passing requests or responses, in addition to 
encrypting the request and changing its form each hop. 

D. Request Piggybacking 

The global attacker can easily expose the source as the 
node that sent a COACS message after being idle for some 
time and in response to no specific event. Therefore, it is 
imperative to conceal the actual source of the request, through 
hiding the request event itself. The adversary can also monitor 
the response message stream passing through the source node, 
and thus, using timing analysis it can narrow down the 
response message targeted for this source. Moreover, 
encrypting the response message will not benefit either, as it is 
virtually impossible to hide the destination from the global 
attacker because is related to the source anonymity problem. 
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nodes to route the response in the same path the request passed 
through, without the intermediary nodes, CN, QDs, or the 
global attacker knowing the intended destination of the 
response. Each node on the request path stores inside the 
response record a timeout value that is inversely proportional 
to the count value, and acts as an additional reliability 
measure. The timeout value is inversely proportional to the 
count value to ensure that the nodes nearer to the QD in the 
reply path timeout before those that are farther. The node 
operations are summarized in Table 1. 
 
Node Operations 
 Initialize tlastTimeRqstRcvd =0 

Constant TavgRqstTime  

 DataStructure ReplyPathInformation 
while( true) 
{ 
       if ( a request packet is received) 
          {- update tlastTimeRqstRcvd  
            - Append Address  
            - store sequence number 
              with addresses of nodes of two 
              previous hops in ReplyPathInformation 
            - Check if Request is waiting to be  
              Piggybacked 
            - Piggyback request if available 
            - Forward packet to another node with Pf  or to   
              QD with 1-Pf } 
 
       if ( a reply packet is received) 
           {- Check Sequence Number 
             - Forward packet to next node from 
               ReplyPathInformation for this sequence  
               number 
             - If node disconnected send to another node 
               stored in ReplyPathInformation for this 
               sequence number 
            } 
} 

  
Table 1: Node Operations 

F. Request Encryption and Hop Modification 

One major premise in the system is to be able to piggyback 
node requests on top of request messages. This requires the 
request message to change form at each hop and keep the 
same size as well. Each time a message hops it will change 
form and thus an attacker will not be able to detect if new 
requests were piggybacked. Each request message is 
composed of several requests that are less than K and random 
padding to keep the size constant. So, when a node piggybacks 
a request it removes part of the padding and adds its own 
request and sends the message again. This will prevent an 
attacker from detecting if an item was piggybacked or it is a 
normal changing form of the packet. On the other hand, a local 
eavesdropper might snoop into the message content and view 
the requested data items. For this purpose, the request must 

traverse the reply path encrypted, and it must be re-encrypted 
at each node at the forwarding path to ensure changing form.  

To start with, each RN encrypts its own request with the 
shared public key of the QDs, and can either send it to another 
node or piggybacks it on a request message or response 
stream. The RN then generates a random key and performs 
symmetric encryption on the request message. Then it 
encrypts this symmetric key along with other header 
information including a random nonce to prevent replay 
attacks with the public key of the next hop. Then, when the 
next hop receives the message, it decrypts the header with its 
private key and gets the count value and the symmetric key. It 
then can add its own request if available, or just change the 
random padding. This node then repeats the above process. 
This way, the message headers will be protected and the whole 
message will change form at each hop, preventing the 
adversary from being able to tell if a forwarding node is a 
requesting node as well. 

The node performs asymmetric key encryption on the 
request itself which is small in size; albeit an inefficient 
process, it does not make difference on small sized data. 
However, we resort to symmetric key encryption on the 
request message that encompasses many requests. Finally, to 
prevent the overhead of setting symmetric keys between all 
nodes in the system, the node sends the key in the request 
encrypted with the recipient’s public key. 

V. ANONYMITY ANALYSIS 

 
To study the degree of anonymity in our system, we will 
perform a preliminary mathematical analysis to have an 
insight on the performance of the system in terms of privacy. 
In [14], the authors provide metrics for Crowds with a system 
of N nodes, and C nodes collaborating with the attacker.  
The probability that the sender is the predecessor of the first 
collaborator on the path is given by:             
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Consequently, the probability that the users are the senders of 
the message is given in Equation 2: 
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However, in our system, the probability given to the 
predecessor of the collaborating node depends also on the 
probability that it has piggybacked a request: 
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The probability of piggybacking depends on the probability of 
the node having a request and on the probability that event A 
is satisfied as mentioned in the piggybacking section. 
Assuming that these two events are independent, the 
probability of piggybacking is: 
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Since requests passing through a node are events that occur 
continuously and independently at a constant average rate, the 
event of request arrival can be modeled as a Poisson process. 
Consequently, the inter-arrival time between requests follows 

an exponential distribution: avgreqT
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We will study the effect of  , Tth on the above 
probability by studying its effect on 	 . 
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Equation 5 is the result of the cumulative distribution of a 
random variable that follows an exponential function. Since 
Tcst depends on the time the request was needed and the last 
time a packet was received, we set it to 0.1s to take the worst 
case scenario (being a very short interval), and so the waiting 
time is expected to be higher. The results are shown in Figure 
5, where it is clear that as Tavgreq increases the probability of 
event A occurring decreases and hence piggybacking 
decreases. This is due to the fact that a smaller Tavgreq indicates 
less traffic and hence less messages passing through the node. 
This decreases the possibility of piggybacking. 

Moreover, as Tth increases the probability of Event A 
occurring increases. This is because the node is allowed to 
wait more for a request to pass through it. However, having a 
high Tth incurs delays and degrades the performance in terms 
of latency. Our aim is to increase p(Event A), which as a result 
will decrease p1. Decreasing the probability p1 makes it closer 
to the other probabilities given to the other nodes and hence 
more confusing for the attacker to know the sender.  
From the results, increasing P(EventA) requires a low Tavgreq 
i.e., considerable amount of traffic. This traffic is made 
possible with the presence of request hopping. It also requires 
a moderate Tth; for example, if Tavgreq = 0.2 s, a Tth of 0.2 s 
gives a P(event A) of 0.8 which is acceptable to decrease p1. 

 

 

Figure 4: Probability of Event A as a function of Tth and Tavgreq 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

All proposed cache management systems for MANETs 
have been designed oblivious of the privacy concerns they 
raise. In this paper we have designed a privacy framework for 
COACS to make it a privacy preserving cache management 
systems. It provides source anonymity against three 
adversaries. It protects against the global attacker by hiding 
actual request events through piggybacking requests on 
passing messages. Second, it protects the RN from the QDs, 
CN, or the server handling the response by having the request 
hop over several nodes before reaching its destination. Finally, 
it protects against the local eavesdroppers and global attackers 
by encrypting the requests and changing their forms on each 
hop to prevent exposing the content and tracing the request. 
For future work, we plan next to implement this system using 
the network simulator OPNET or NS2. Such a simulation is 
expected to provide us with concrete results of this system in 
terms of reliability, performance, latency and anonymity. We 
also plan to further generalize these operations to fit several 
cache management systems other than COACS. 
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